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Cavity walls — retro-injected insulation — kill
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and is also registered with the RICS Expert
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asked to provide professional advice in respect
of property-related issues to the consumer affairs
programme BBC X-Ray (Wales), where he regularly makes appearances. Recently, he has also
appeared on BBC’s ‘The One Show’, showing his
expertise in property/building matters relating to
retro-injected cavity wall insulation. Tim is often
instructed by the Council Trading Standards
Departments to investigate and report upon the
activities of rogue traders. His expert evidence
has subsequently been used successfully to
prosecute and convict several traders for their
criminal acts in defrauding property owners.

Abstract
There are in excess of 17 million homes in the
UK of cavity wall construction — almost 70 per
cent of all domestic dwellings. Government sources
suggest that almost 12 million homes now either

have built-in cavity wall insulation, or have been
subject to retro-fit injection, which has seen a considerable increase in use over recent years in
response to carbon reduction/energy conservation
measures required by the Climate Change and
Sustainable Energy Act 2006. Retro CWI has
been funded, via the government, from the main
energy providers. In turn, private companies have
been paid to insulate properties, often at no cost to
the home owner. Retro CWI has received both
good and bad press in the media and the industry
is not yet subject to any form of formal government
regulation, though a Code of Practice has been
produced by the National Insulation Association.
Any valuers/surveyors inspecting a property
should be mindful of the problems incorrectly
installed CWI can cause. If they fail to identify
and report retro CWI and future problems arise,
they could be facing a PI claim from an aggrieved
homeowner discovering unexpected damp/mould
growth appearing shortly after they have moved
into their recently-purchased home.
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INTRODUCTION
Brick cavity walls have been widely used in
domestic construction in the UK from the
1900s onwards, and today, though timber
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frame has grown in popularity, they are still
the most popular form of construction for
masonry perimeter walls of new dwellings.
There are in excess of 17 million homes
in the UK of cavity wall construction —
almost 70 per cent of all domestic
dwellings.1
Modern cavity walls are built in differing
materials and widths but generally have a
minimum 50mm clear cavity separating
inner and outer parts of the wall. Invariably,
within the ever-widening cavity, there is
now an insulation layer, fixed to the inner
skin. This can be of varying thickness and
type.
A small amount of new build cavity walls
are built with full-fill insulation, with no
clear cavity, though this form of construction is not very widespread.
RETRO-INJECTED CAVITY WALL
INSULATION
Retro-injected cavity wall insulation (retro
CWI) has been used in the UK from the
1970s. The most widespread early types
were formaldehyde foam and (unbonded)
polystyrene beads (EPS).
This medium would be pumped or
injected into the cavity, and in the case of the
foam, it would expand and then set in position. The polystyrene beads were left loose
in the cavity and can often be seen in houses
where the beads have been displaced into the
attic through the top of uncapped cavity
walls, and where vents were not ducted. The
problem with unbonded beads is that they
flow freely when an opening is present.
Government sources suggest that almost
12 million homes now either have built-in
cavity wall insulation, or have been subject
to retro-fit injection (Figures 1 and 2).2
Over recent years, there has been a considerable increase in retro-injected cavity
wall insulation. This has been in response to
carbon reduction/energy conservation measures, in part as a response to the r equirements
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of the Climate Change and Sustainable
Energy Act 2006, which has enabled the
Secretary of State to set an overall carbon
emissions reduction target for the promotion
of measures to improve energy efficiency.
The purpose of the Carbon Emissions
Reduction Target (CERT) in promoting
reductions in carbon emissions, is to help
energy consumers in the household sector to
reduce the carbon footprint of their homes,
by using energy more efficiently.
This is all part of the UK’s commitment
to meet national, EU and international targets for reduction of carbon emissions, and
reduce their impact on climate change.
Under the Kyoto Protocol, the UK had a
legally binding obligation to cut greenhouse
gas emissions by 12.5 per cent below the
1990 level by 2008–12, and its own domestic
goal to cut carbon emissions by 20 per cent
below 1990 levels by 2010.
The Energy Savings Trust suggests that up
to 45 per cent of domestic heat can be lost
through the perimeter walls of a house
(while this figure is variable depending on
wall type, 35 per cent is more common).3
Retro CWI has been funded, via the government, from the main energy providers. In
turn, private companies have been paid to
insulate properties, often at no cost to the
home owner (it would generally cost £500
upwards to insulate an average three bed
semi, but this cost is usually reduced with
grant funding).4
INSTALLATION AND THE CODE OF
PRACTICE
There are many companies that operate in
this field of government-subsidised home
improvement. These installers are represented by their trade association, the National
Insulation Association (NIA). They have
produced a four-page ‘Code of Practice’
for their members, which can be downloaded from their website, at www.national
insulationassociation.org.uk.
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Figures 1 and 2: Cavity wall opened and insulation exposed
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Retro CWI has received both good and
bad press in the media and the industry is not
yet subject to any form of formal government regulation.
Retro CWI is introduced into the consumer’s home by one of these NIA-approved
installers and the work is then subject to a
25-year guarantee provided by the Cavity
Insulation Guarantee Agency (CIGA) with
maximum £15,000 liability, which is funded
by the NIA from fees levied on their members. The NIA and CIGA are located at the
same office in Bedfordshire.
When properties are being targeted for
retro CWI, the salesman/assessor has a suggested code of practice that they should
comply with. This was produced and distributed to NIA members by CIGA in 2005.5
In the introduction section of the Code
(1.2) CIGA states:
For cavity wall insulation to perform correctly, three criteria must be met:
•• The building must be suitable.
•• The insulation system must have been
tested, assessed and approved.
•• A trained technician must carry out the
installation to a high standard.
Each building must be assessed individually, since no two buildings are the same.
The responsibility for deciding if a building is suitable for cavity wall insulation lies
with the assessor.
As part of this code, salesmen/assessors are
supposed to:
(1) assess the property’s exposure to wind driven
rain, with reference to BRE Map of UK ‘categories of exposure to wind driven rain’
(which is reproduced in section 2.4 of the
CIGA Guide;
(2) ensure the walls are of cavity construction and the cavities are clear (boroscope
inspection required);
(3) ensure the walls are free from defect,
such as cracked/loose render, porous
brickwork, poor pointing, etc.;
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(4) assess if there are there any signs of preexisting damp (Figure 3);
(5) measure the cavity walls and calculate
the correct amount of insulation.
The above is not an exhaustive list. The
salesman/assessor is supposed to advise the
consumer objectively if their property is
not suitable for CWI. CIGA, apparently do
not retain any records to help e stablish the
number of properties declined as
unsuitable.6
Often, retro CWI is introduced very shortly
after a consumer has signed for it, and on many
occasions, in the author’s experience, the work
has been carried out the following day.
The majority of homes are retro-injected
with fragmented fibre fill (or ‘blown mineral
wool’), produced by two manufacturers —
Knauf and Rockwool. The less well used
medium is bonded polystyrene balls, which
is more expensive and therefore less popular
with the installers. It is, however, reported to
be 15–20 per cent more efficient in terms of
heat retention, than fragmented fibre.3
PROBLEMS WITH RETRO CWI
While in theory, any reduction in carbon
emissions and subsequent saving in energy
costs to the consumer should be viewed
positively, there are many occasions when
the author has found retro CWI has been
incorrectly injected into a property in either
an inappropriate location or a house of inappropriate construction (often both).
This in turn has then led to problems in
the form of lateral, penetrating damp, and
condensation/mould. In some of the cases
the author has dealt with, dry-rot (Figures 4
and 5), wet-rot and woodworm are in evidence as a direct consequence of damp in
walls subject to retro CWI — predominantly
the fibre fill type (Figure 6). Cavity wall tie
corrosion can also occur, when the outer
skin of masonry remains in a saturated condition. Cracking and detachment of external
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Figure 3: Damp insulation removed and easily moulded/compressed by hand

render is 
sometimes another side-effect
where the outer brickwork and render
remains saturated, and acute freeze/thaw
conditions arise.
Condensation/mould problems can arise
where cold spots are present due to
post-injection slumping of fibre fill, or insufficient quantities used.7
These problems often manifest themselves
within 12–18 months of retro CWI being
introduced into a property, but on some
occasions, this has been a lot sooner —
sometimes within weeks consumers have
reported dampness in their house.
Often a homeowner isn’t aware of such
issues until a point-of-sale survey identifies
dampness and other defects that cannot be
attributed to any other proximate cause
other than the retro CWI. The house sale
can then fall through, and sometimes a
long and arduous process of trying to get

the original installer to extract the insulation and CIGA to deal with the consequential costs begins. The reluctance by
the installer or CIGA to formally recognise
that the retro CWI has caused dampness is
often the starting point for a consumer
commissioning an expert’s assessment of

their problems.
I, professionally, have not yet come across
a situation where the CWI has been extracted
and the property repaired, without the consumer having first to commission an expert’s
report and then often issue court proceedings. Conversely, I am not aware of any case
being defended at court by an installer or
CIGA — the ones I have been involved with
have all been settled before a hearing takes
place.
Manufacturers of the fibre fill insulation
insist the material is water-resistant and provide BBA certificates to substantiate this
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Figures 4 and 5: Dry rot outbreak
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Figure 6: House affected by damp from fibre fill CWI

claim. While I believe that maybe the waterrepellent coated fibres themselves may be
individually water-resistant, when compressed into a cavity that may have debris,
contaminated wall ties or other shortcomings, and then subject to variable rainwater
exposure/wind-driven rain etc, the insulation can become wet and retain and transfer
water. It can easily be compressed by hand
into a solid mass and water can be squeezed
out. A damp meter reading (see Figure 7) will
provide high, red-zone readings of both the
fill and the masonry when the sample material is removed. Once wet, the insulation is of
no benefit in terms of heat retention.
Invariably, the majority of the problem
properties I have dealt with, are ones with
fragmented fibre fill (though some EPS
bead-injected houses have also been subject
to damp issues).

My experience is shared by that of Jeff
Howell, the Building Expert Columnist
for The Sunday Telegraph, and many of my
Chartered Building Surveyor contemporaries.
While measures to reduce carbon emissions are to be encouraged, the rush to
retro-inject CWI into any type of property,
regardless of its suitability, has led to many
consumers experiencing serious, damaging
damp/condensation-related issues. In my
experience, these have elicited repair costs in
thousands of pounds (a cost for extraction for
a three-bed, semi-detached house of 6m x 8m
floor plan, can be as much as £3,000, without
including the cost of fabric repair).
There appears to have been a widespread
approach of ‘one size fits all’ by salesmen/
assessors involved in targeting consumers.
The salesmen are often paid on a fee commission basis — ‘no sign-ups, no fee’. This
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Figure 7: Fibre insulation tested for dampness with meter

can obviously discourage objectivity in initial
assessment of a property. Assessors/salesmen
often state that there have been no reported
cases of damp from retro CWI (see ‘Which?’
Report April 2011). One assessor, promoting
fibre fill, even told a consumer that EPS beads
were toxic and could catch fire.
Currently, the Office of Fair Trading is
undertaking a ‘Call for Evidence’ enquiry
into this industry as a whole, and there is a
possibility that some form of future regulation may be introduced. It would, however,
be too late for many householders who have
retro-injected CWI installed in an unsuitable
property.
As public awareness grows, I fully expect
to see an increase in complaints regarding
retro CWI. I believe that these problems are
currently under-reported. I am of the firm
view that a cavity should be preserved to
form a barrier between inner and outer skins
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of masonry — it is after all, what it was
designed for. To improve heat retention and
also reduce the porosity of a cavity wall, consideration could be given to external insulation systems Though these systems do cost
significantly more in capital-cost terms, they
are, in my experience, rarely problematic.
The forthcoming ‘Green Deal’ (Autumn
2012) will be promoting subsidies for these
improvements, which consumers can avail
themselves of.
CONCLUSION
While retro CWI can improve heat retention
and save consumers money in the majority of
houses, in some it can create problems.
Any valuers/surveyors inspecting a property should be mindful of the problems
incorrectly installed CWI can cause. A clear
indication of CWI is the presence of infilled
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injection holes (usually of a regular pattern)
in perimeter walls (sometimes these can be
hard to see). Often, in the attic, excess fill
can be seen at eaves or gable level. Be
warned, it is an alteration that a purchaser
should always be made aware of, and where
available, the CIGA guarantee should be
provided to the new purchaser. If you fail to
identify and report retro CWI and future
problems arise, you could be facing a PI
claim from an aggrieved homeowner who
discovers unexpected damp/mould growth
appearing shortly after they have moved into
their recently-purchased home.
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